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comprehension and learning frank smith - followed by the genesis of language (1967, edited with george
a. miller), understanding reading (1971) and psycholinguistics and reading (1973). frank smith is professor of
education at the ontario institute for studies in education, where for seven years he has worked with scores of
teachers and hundreds of school children. second language development theories and technology ... second language development theories and technology-mediated language learning steven l. thorne portland
state university & university of groningen bryan smith arizona state university information and communication
technologies have never been more interesting due in large part to their intimate integration into everyday
life. the effectiveness of psycholinguistic training: a ... - psycholinguistic training has a controver sial
history. for all intents and purposes, the genesis of the debate began with the publica tion of anarticle entitled
"theeffectiveness of psycholinguistic training" (hammill & lar sen, 1974). in thatarticle, the authorsreviewed
the results of 38 studies that had attempted to back to nature or nurture: using computer models in
creole ... - key words: language acquisition, creole genesis, computational models introduction various
hypotheses offer explanations for how creole languages arose in language contact settings, such as a
plantation scenario. accounts such as the language bioprogram hypothesis (lbh) (bickerton 1981, 1984, and
others) argue that these types of creoles arise the inadequacy of the transformational approach to the
... - the inadequacy of the transformational approach ... 7 dan i. slobin, "comments on 'developmental
psycholinguistics,"' the genesis of language: a psycholinguistic approach, ed. frank smith and george a. miller
(cam ... the inadequacy of the transformational approach to the analysis of child language ... language
acquisition & creative interaction - language acquisition & creative interaction by zachàr laskewicz
9603-psy 4 (of 6) somewhere between the two extremes. context is obviously an important element in
learning a second language, as has been made clear in the last couple of years through the adopting of dutch
and german as second and third languages respectively. however, the reviewed by ian r. smith (york
university) - media.voog - reviewed by ian r. smith (york university) this volume, resulting from a workshop
on creole languages that was part of a larger hispanist conference in münster in 2013, presents research on
creole languages that, according to its editors, have often been ignored because of their non-plantation
genesis. the importance of input representations - ling.umd - the doc and caused possession, the very
same system could acquire a language where the prepositional dative was associated with caused possession.
but this is not how languages work. if a language has two ditransitive constructions, the one expressing caused
possession is always the one in which the goal c-commands the theme (harley, 2002). introduction to
cognitive science caveat: readings subject ... - language, motor control, and so forth come together to
produce behavior. know speci c concepts, theories, and experimental results covered in course. be able to
read and discuss research papers from multiple disciplines. texts there is not a textbook for this course.
readings consist of articles written on the bilingual bioprogram: evidence for child bilingualism ... - the
bilingual bioprogram: evidence for child bilingualism in the formation of creoles ... end, the current work draws
from recent psycholinguistic research on language development. additionally, we employ historical records of
sugarcane plantations in surinam (arends 1995, bruyn ... muysken and smith (1995) and thomason (1997,
2001). for the ... music and literacy development in young children with ... - language into which they
are born. all that was required was access to that language and the child would simply pick it up - "caught not
taught." that prompted psycholinguist frank smith (pearson & stevens, 1994) to make the leap that children
learn to read and write in much the same way that they learn language. in his seminal book, notes on the
selection of participant subgroups - 1 notes on the selection of participant subgroups for the longitudinal
study prepared by ann bosma smit, ph.d. may 4, 2003 the selection of participants for inclusion in the
longitudinal study was related to aspects drug safety: experimentalprograms - science - inquiries into
language are not intrinsi-cally anatagonistic, as has often been claimed. it is only certain overgeneral-izations
that come into conflict. this is especially so whenclaims are madethat any one of these approaches provides
answers to all the questions that matter. references and notes 1. e. h. lenneberg, in the structure of
bibliography - rd.springer - language,' in c. ferguson and d. siobin (eds.) studies in child language develop
ment, holt, rinehart and winston, new york. braine, m.: 1976, children's first word combinations, monographs
of the society for
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